ABSTRACT: Immobilized Pt clusters are interesting catalysts for dehydrogenation of alkanes. However, surface-deposited Pt clusters deactivate rapidly via sintering and coke deposition. The results reported here suggest that adding boron to oxide-supported Pt clusters could be a "magic bullet" against both means of deactivation. The model systems studied herein are pure and B-doped Pt clusters deposited on MgO(100). The nonstoichiometric boride cluster obtained via such alloying is found to anchor to the support via a covalent B−O bond, and the cluster-surface binding is much stronger than in the case of pure Pt clusters. Additionally, B introduces covalency to the intracluster bonding, leading to structural distortion and stabilization. The energy required to dissociate a Pt atom from a boride cluster is significantly larger than that of pure Pt clusters. These energetic arguments lead to the proposal that sintering via both Ostwald ripening and particle coalescence would be discouraged relative to pure Pt clusters. Finally, it is shown that the affinity to C also drops dramatically for borated clusters, discouraging coking and increasing the selectivity of potential cluster catalysts.
INTRODUCTION
Bulk platinum and platinum-based nano-and sub-nano-clusters are excellent catalysts for the processes of (de)hydrogenation and cracking in alkanes. 1−4 Zeolites doped with Pt and other metals have been found to be good catalysts for the dehydrogenation of isobutane to isobutene and propane to propene. 5 In addition, Pt and Pt-based catalysts on hydrotalcite (Mg(Al)O) increase the activity of dehydrogenation of ethane to ethene. 2, 6, 7 Several studies have shown the catalytic capabilities of stoichiometric and defective MgO(100) surfaces, as well as transition metal catalysts supported on such. 8−12 Successive dehydrogenation to alkynes, and methane production from cracking, can result in coke fouling. These reactions, along with sintering of clusters on the support to form larger islands and monolayers, are the primary sources for deactivation of cluster-catalysts used for dehydrogenation and other processes, e.g. Fischer−Tropsch synthesis.
Others have studied the structure, stability, and activity of Pt clusters supported on graphitic or activated carbon, when such a support itself is borated. 13−15 The effect of boron on bulk Co and Ni catalysts has been well-documented. 16, 17 B was also shown to impregnate surfaces and step-sites of Co and Ni, starting from octahedral or nearly square planar geometries. The formation of the surface alloy with square planar B is accompanied by the p4g surface reconstruction. This effect is analogous to that of C on Co and Ni. For both carbides and borides, the effect was recently explained by the acquisition of the local aromaticity in the M 4 B or M 4 C units on the surface. 18 Both B and C have strong affinities to those metals. When Co and Ni surfaces are decorated with B, the preferred binding sites of C are blocked and adsorption to secondary sites are reduced, due to changes in the surface's electronic structure. Hence, both the initiation of coking and its resulting accumulation are blocked. B-promoted catalysts have significantly extended lifetimes, without a loss of activity. 16 The effect of B on transition metal cluster catalysts has previously not been investigated, and it is unknown whether it can act as coke antagonist.
Mixed metal−boron clusters in the gas phase have been studied without an eye toward any practical application. 19, 20 Neutral pure metal clusters typically are in a 3D globular configuration. This is due to the delocalized nature of bonding in metal clusters, and delocalized overlap is optimal in such shapes. This is a result of the electron-deficient nature of the metal atoms, coupled with the small cluster size, that prevents the formation of classical metallic or 2c−2e covalent bonds. For some elements, such as Au, where relativistic effects become significant or in some charged clusters, like Pt 5 − , the s-and pAOs get recruited into the valence shell, sometimes leading to the formation of planar clusters with a partially covalent character of chemical bonding. 11, 21 On the other hand, when clusters of Al (globular when composed only of Al atoms) were doped with B, they were shown to undergo notable structural transformations. 19 The presence of just one or two B atoms was enough to make the clusters flat or nearly flat. Increasing concentration of B leads consistently to a preference for planar structures. This was shown to be due to the appearance of more traditional covalent bonds in the clusters. Unlike delocalized metallic bonding, covalent bonds are directional, resulting in particular atomic coordinations. At the opposite extreme, clusters of pure B are all planar or nearly planar, due primarily to the presence of covalent 2 center−2 electron bonds that are reinforced by 2-fold (σ-and π-) aromaticity in 2D. 22 The effect of B on the morphology and electronic properties on gas-phase and surface-deposited Pt clusters is undetermined. Importantly, the effects on catalyst deactivation have not been previously studied. It is unknown whether B will present the same benefits as it does on metal surfaces. In this paper, the above questions are addressed using a simple model system: a few representative small Pt clusters deposited on a, structurally simple, magnesia support.
METHODS
Calculations for surface-supported clusters were performed using the plane-wave density functional theory (PW-DFT) package Quantum Espresso, 24 employing ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.
23−27
The cutoff energies for the basis set and the density were chosen to be 435 and 4350 eV, respectively; these were found to lead to good convergence. All PW-DFT calculations were spin-unrestricted. The MgO(100) surface was modeled as a slab with 3 × 3 × 3 unit cells per supercell with a 1 × 1 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack grid and shifts in k x and k y , when the deposited clusters were small (2−6 atoms). The vacuum separation between the top of the surface and the bottom of the repeating image in z was about 12.5 Å. Additional calculations with Pt 13 supported on magnesia were performed in an extended 4 × 4 × 3 unit cell, to avoid the cluster−cluster interactions. Only the stoichiometric surface was considered in this study due to its structural simplicity, and because it is known that clusters of Pt and Pd preferentially avoid O vacancies, unlike clusters of e.g. Au.
10,28−31 Spin-polarized calculations with fixed multiplicity were performed for gasphase clusters using the B3LYP, 32−34 PBE, and MP2 35−40 levels of theory with the aug-cc-pVTZ+ECP basis set 41, 42 implemented in Gaussian 09. 43 Such calculations were used to confirm adequate performance of PW-DFT simulations. Specifically, the effect of basis set was checked, and B3LYP and MP2 were used to check the need for the exact exchange, and the dynamic electron correlation, respectively. Results were found to agree across different theoretical methods, as shown in the Supporting Information. Data presented in the main text was obtained with PW-DFT, for consistency. Molecular orbitals (MOs) were plotted at the Γ-point, using the postprocessing module in Quantum Espresso. The search for the global minimum structures in the gas phase was done using the Gradient Embedded Genetic Algorithm (GEGA) 44, 45 at UPBE/LANL2DZ-ECP, 46−49 and also the Adaptive Force Field-assisted Coalescent Kick (AFFCK) method recently introduced by Zhai et al. 50 Global minima searches for the supported clusters were done per manum, using the gas phase local minima as a guide. GEGA and AFFCK produced a highly diverse population of 2D and 3D local minima structures, which were then oriented in several different ways on the support, to act as starting configurations in the search for the global minimum. To note, there are inherent deficiencies in this process and it is adopted only as a compromise to the tremendous computational cost of performing an advanced search for the global minima of deposited clusters; these issues are currently being addressed in a forthcoming publication on an improved AFFCK method to do global optimization of clusters on surfaces. For the larger Pt clusters, the full global optimization was not attempted, and instead, structures reported in the literature were used as a starting point, as described in the corresponding section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Doping of Small Pt Clusters with Carbon and Boron. We start the discussion from the smaller clusters, containing 4−6 atoms, for which more thorough calculations could be afforded, and the electronic structure analysis produces a very clear picture. The discussion is then extended first to even smaller clusters, and then also larger and likely more practically relevant clusters. The latter larger-size regime can be addressed only schematically due to computational limitations.
Given the small cluster sizes presented herein, five or six atoms at most, it is an open question whether to view the doping as a decoration or a substitution. Both comparisons are presented below. Previously, the authors have shown that Pt 4 takes on a tetrahedral structure in the gas-phase, 30 while neutral Pt 5 is trigonal-bipyramidal. 11 As seen in Figure 1b the addition of B dramatically deforms the structures, reorganizing the bonding between the Pt atoms. Such distortion and planarization of metal clusters are typically attributed to the onset of partial covalency in bonding. 11, 51, 52 As a comparison, the Pt cluster was also doped with C ( Figure 1a) to determine how the presence of a coke-initiator would affect gas-phase cluster morphology. In both cases, the introduction of maingroup chemistry tremendously distorts pure Pt clusters and is done so in a similar way.
The formation energies of the global-minimum gas-phase clusters are shown in Table 1 ; they are defined as
It is observed that the introduction of the main-group elements helps to stabilize the gas-phase clusters. This is especially exciting for the case of B, where it will be shown that its presence will aid in reducing sintering caused by Ostwald ripening. For C, the stabilization is the manifestation of the well-known intrinsic affinity to coke. Notice also that C and B have nearly identical effects on cluster stability.
While B deposited on metal interfaces leads to surface reconstruction, the effect on the structures of subnanoclusters is even more pronounced. Previously, the authors have shown that both Pt 4 and Pt 5 undergo morphological modification when attached to MgO. 11, 12 For the case of Pt 4 the cluster broadens, with three Pt atoms coordinating to surface O atoms and one Pt atom on top, balancing between metal−metal and metal−oxide bonding. 12 The case of Pt 5 was more striking, with the cluster going planar and standing upright as a result of an induced partial covalency due to large charge-transfer from the support. A similar effect was observed when considering the substitution of one of the Pt atoms with Zn. 11 The situation with B is more complex. The boron-doped cluster (Pt 4 B) undergoes morphological changes when deposited on MgO, relative to its gas-phase geometry, as shown in Figure 2 . The MgO supported Pt 4 B cluster goes from a bent semiplanar structure back to a 3D one with B demonstrating a great affinity for surface O atoms, effectively forming a boron oxide anchor.
Note that the discussion focuses on just the single most stable structure in each case. However, the fluxionality of the clusters may play a major role in catalysis, 53, 54 and therefore our exclusive focus on global minima needed further justification. We calculated the Boltzmann-weighted average of the most energetically favorable structures, as it was made in previous studies. 30, 55 Thus, the Boltzmann probability for ith configuration (P i ) was found by taking the Boltzmann distribution of each isomer (e
) divided by the sum of the distributions of all relevant minima:
where E i is the energy of each low-energy isomer. P i calculated in this way gives the probability of the given minimum to be occupied at the T of interest. The set of isomers included in this calculation was truncated at the point where no appreciable change in the population distribution was observed upon further expansion of the set, and the high-energy isomers had P i of less than 10 −3
. In Table 2 the probabilities P i of the most relevant local minima are given for Pt 4 , Pt 5 , and Pt 4 B clusters supported on magnesia. These local minima are depicted in the Supporting Information. The characterized lowest-lying isomers are clearly predominant at temperatures up to 1000 K. Therefore, the focus on the global-minimum structures in this study is justified though remains to be an approximation.
3.2. Chemical Bonding Analysis for Pt and PtB Clusters in the Gas Phase and on the Support. B was previously found to significantly distort metallic clusters due to a strong covalent character of boron−metal and boron−boron bonds. Boron, being just prior to carbon in the periodic table, has a similar propensity to hybridize its 2s-and 2p-AOs. In many ways B behaves like C + , likewise C behaves like B
−
. In addition, B is closer in electronegativity to transition metals than C, χ C = 2.54, χ Pt = 2.28, and χ B = 2.04 on the Pauling scale. Therefore, B can induce partial covalency also with metalsthe indication of this being strong structural distortions away from more metal-like 3D globular shapes, 2sp-hybridization on B, and lack of ionic bonding as judged by atomic charges. 19 To reiterate, Pt 5 in the gas-phase is trigonal bipyramidal (D 5h , quintet) (typical of many all-metal clusters) with the total formation energy of −2.88 eV per atom. Substituting a single Pt atom with B produces the semiplanar Pt 4 B structure ( Figure  1b ) with total formation energy of −3.96 eV per atom. Hence, B substitution acts to dramatically stabilize the cluster. The natural electronic configuration on atoms, as produced by the NBO analysis, 56 shows a significant mixing of 2s and 2p AOs on B: [core]2s 19 . NBO analysis further predicts two major resonance structures, for each there are two classical covalent Pt−B bonds populated by ca. 1.7 e, and the Pt atom involved in this bonding is the most hybridized in the cluster. The strong Pt−B bonding in the gas phase cluster is also apparent from the examination of the MOs (see Figure S2 , in the SI).
When deposited on the support, B preferentially binds to the surface O atom and the globular structure of the Pt cluster is largely restored. The B−O bond is 1.43 Å, close to those in boron oxide (1.34 and 1.40 Å). 57 From the Bader charge analysis, 58−60 the cluster acquires −0.21 e charge, a smaller charge transfer when compared with −0.73 e and −0.80 e for MgO supported Pt 4 and Pt 5 , respectively. The delocalized bonding in this system leads to the globular shape and signals the reduced spd-hybridization on Pt atoms. Figure 3 shows the frontier valence MOs of the deposited Pt 4 B and Pt 4 , demonstrating that the valence electron density is not much depleted from the protruding Pt atomsan effect that could deactivate the catalyst. The HOMO−LUMO gap is increased upon alloying with B by a few tenths of electronvolt, indicated by plots of the total density of states (DOS) shown in Figure 4 .
The subtle shifts in the energies of states upon alloying with B are expected to have some effect on catalytic activity. However, when alloying bulk metal catalysts with B was done in the past, 16 ,17 the catalytic activity was not harmed, and the effect reduced to that of a selected poisoning. We do not yet address this reactivity aspect here, beyond the questions of stability. The impact of these changes in the electronic structure on cluster stability is examined in the next section.
3.3. Deactivation−Resistance of Potential Cluster Catalysts from B Doping. Cluster catalyst deactivation via sintering can proceed as a result of Ostwald ripening, particle coalescence, or some combination of the two. In order to make a qualitative comparison between the sintering susceptibilities of pure and B-doped clusters, two quantities are critical: the energy for the monomer to dissociate away from the clusters and the adsorption energy of the cluster to the support. For Ostwald ripening, monomers must dissociate from a cluster, migrate on the support, and integrate into larger clusters. Hence, the propensity to sinter in this way depends strongly on cluster dissociation energies, and on monomer mobility. In the present case, the mobility of Pt monomers is governed by the PES presented by the support. To move from minima to minima (i.e., from one O atom to the next) it must overcome a barrier of ∼0.6 eV; 11, 12 this can be accomplished at higher temperatures relevant to catalysis. The monomer motion also does not depend on alloying with B. The energy penalty to reverse ripen, i.e. for a monomer to dissociate from the cluster so that it can sinter to a larger cluster, is called the sintering energy (E S ) and will differ for the pure and B-doped clusters. E s is defined as
Where, in the present case, m = 4 or 5 and n = 0 or 1. The particle coalescence mechanism involves migration of clusters on the support and their merger into larger nanoparticles. This process is most facile when cluster adsorption energies (E ads ) and the barriers for cluster migration from site to site are small. As a first-order approximation, only E ads is considered and it is defined by
m n m n m n ads gas
In Table 3 , the sintering energy penalties and adsorption energies are presented for Pt 4 , Pt 4 B, and Pt 5 . Again, the dissociation channels considered were from the global minima of the deposited clusters, resulting in a Pt monomer attached to the highest-affinity site of the support and the global minima of 5 . This indicates that the process of Ostwald ripening will be reduced for the B-doped Pt clusters. Likewise E ads is lowered by ∼0.5 eV, relative to the pure Pt cases. This suggests that additionally sintering via particle coalescence becomes less likely upon doping. Of course, these effects may be specific to the system under consideration, and not universal. However, the intracluster stabilization when B is added is not surprising based on earlier findings of the covalent nature of metal−boron interactions and the strong effect of B on cluster morphology. Thus, it seems likely that the above sintering-resistant consequences could hold up for metal clusters of many different sizes and compositions. To an extent this is further addressed below. It is noted that the MgO(110) surface presents a very level interface. Other oxide surfaces, such as TiO 2 (100) and α-Al 2 O 3 (0001), are more corrugatedhaving protruding O atoms. Given that B binds covalently to the surface O atoms and forms an anchor on MgO, it can reasonably be argued that under-coordinated protruding O atoms of other supports may provide even better candidates to further restrain Pt−B clusters. Therefore, the above results present the first indications that boron-doping can render Ptbased clusters resistant to sintering on oxide supports. Importantly, now the issue of reducing the propensity for coke deposition is considered. The full process of coking is complicated, and involves the initiation of C binding to multiple sites, and then growth from those sites to form graphitic and other forms of bulk-like C on the catalyst. We consider only one rudimentary step of this process: binding of the first C atom to the cluster, needed to initiate the process of coking. Studying the processes in its great complexity is beyond the scope of this work. In Figure 5 , the global minima structures for Pt 4 C, Pt 5 C, and Pt 4 BC are shown. It is noted that the bonding arrangement of Pt 4 C on MgO is only mildly modified compared with its gas-phase structure. The C atom is slightly displaced away from the center of mass of the cluster and preferring to not directly interact with the surface interface, allowing more of the Pt atoms to coordinate with surface O atoms. The morphology of the C-bound structure is quite different from either Pt 4 + MgO or Pt 4 B + MgO, being more in line with Pt 5 + MgO and especially Pt 4 Zn + MgO.
11,12 C deposited on Pt 5 has only a mild effect on that cluster's morphologya comparison to Pt 6 is beyond the scope of the present work. Similarly, C does little to change the structure of Pt 4 B + MgO. Overall, the primary role of C is to block substrate binding sites, leading to its deactivation.
The sticking or binding energy (E B ) of C to a supported cluster is defined as
m n m n B gas again, in the present case, m = 4 or 5 and n = 0 or 1. The gaseous form of C can be questioned, and it depends on the particular reaction being catalyzed. However, since in this work only comparisons between different clusters to each other are made, and the absolute coking energetics are not addressed, the generic reference in the equation above is acceptable. Table 4 presents the carbon sticking energies for the Pt 4 , Pt 4 B, and Pt 5 clusters supported on MgO.
The binding energies are quite deep, due to the fact that only the ideal case of C desorption to the gas-phase is being considered. However, remembering the approximation spelled out in the previous paragraph, and considering only the trend between different clusters, it is observed that the addition of only a single B atom into the cluster reduces the attachment energy of C by roughly ∼2.0 eV, whether comparing to Pt 4 or Pt 5 . Deposited Pt 4 B is notably more resilient against carbon deposits. This effect may be attributed to the changed nucelophilicity of the Pt sites in the borated cluster, due to the modification of charge transfer from the support, discussed above. The result may promise that a larger nanoparticle, decorated with a reasonable amount of B, could act as a catalyst nearly completely resistant to coke deactivation. 3.4. Effect of Cluster Size on the Role of B in Stabilization of Deposited Pt Clusters. It is well-known that the properties of the subnanometer clusters change discontinuously with the size. It is therefore important to see whether or not the exciting effects described above hold a promise to be universal, or are specific to the considered smaller clusters. We therefore have additionally analyzed the effect of B doping on the smaller Pt 3 , and significantly larger Pt 13 cluster, toward the deactivation by both sintering and coking. Pt 13 is considered as being representative of highly dispersed platinum catalysts with particle size close to 1 nm, 61 and therefore brings us closer to the realistic nanoparticle regime. We note, however, that in many cases the subnanometer metallic clusters made of only a few atoms were shown to be the true actors in catalysis. 62−64 Therefore, it is questionable whether the stabilization of large or small clusters is more critical for the real catalyst lifetime. While this remains an open question here, we address the chosen systems, representative of the smaller and the larger regimes. It must be emphasized that the size of the system under study is a very important limiting factor to perform first-principles calculations.
The ground-state Pt 3 cluster in gas phase is a slightly distorted triangle (C s , 3 A 1 ), in agreement with previous works. 65, 66 The substitution of one Pt atom on Pt 3 by B gives rise to an isosceles triangle (C s , 2 A′). The effect of substituting one Pt atom by carbon is similar (the resultant spectroscopic state is C s , 1 A′). As in the case of Pt 4 and Pt 5 , the introduction of the main-group element increases the cluster formation energies (Table 5) .
When deposited on MgO, Pt 3 becomes preferentially linear, maximizing the interaction with the support O atoms. Pt 2 B, however, is highly deformed, and boron reaches down to form a strong boron oxide anchor (Figure 6a and b) . In Table 6 , the calculated adsorption energies and the sintering energies are shown. Observe that B doping reduces the propensity to sinter, according to the energetics criteria introduced in this work. The sintering energies are lowered, indicating reduced Ostwald ripening. At the same time, the adsorption energies are lowered too, making the particle migration and coalescence also less probable. The carbon binding energies are also given in Table  6 , and the corresponding structures of Pt 2 C, Pt 3 C, and Pt 2 BC are shown in Figure 6c −e. Again, the introduction of boron as a dopant weakens the interaction of the hole cluster with carbon, and that again suggests the improvement of resistance to coking. Observe that, as in the clusters analyzed in the previous section, carbon clearly avoids the direct interaction with the surface. Thus, for smaller clusters of Pt, the promising effect of B-doping holds true.
The representative larger platinum cluster that we consider is Pt 13 . Its gas-phase global-minimum was reported to be the socalled DIS isomer, 67, 68 it is a triplet ( Figure 7) . In this work, we directly reused this previously reported isomer. For Pt 12 , the structure was obtained by removal of one Pt atom from Pt 13 , relaxing the structures thus produced, and then choosing the lowest-energy isomer. Pt 12 B, and Pt 12 C were obtained by substituting one Pt atom in Pt 13 with B/C, optimizing the structures and also choosing the lowest-energy isomers. Note that this is not a true global optimization, and therefore, results presented here are merely suggestive. The pure Pt clusters have fairly globular shapes, whereas the introduction of B or C gives rise to significantly distorted Pt 12 B, and Pt 12 C (Figure 7 ). Note that the same effect is found in the Pt 4 /Pt 5 clusters. In case of larger clusters, further dramatic distortion can be expected when more B or C is added, but this will be the subject of further studies. The formation energies shown in Table 7 reflect the stabilization of these metallic nanoclusters upon introduction of both B and C, though the stabilization is not as pronounced as for the smaller species, probably because of the smaller B(C)/Pt ratio. For Pt 13 deposited on magnesia, we hypothesize a flat biplanar structure with the maximal interaction with the support (Figure 8a ). This structure has not been previously reported, but the reason for our hypothesis is as follows. A recent work 69 showed that the most stable configuration for Pd 13 on magnesia is the one shown in Figure 8a . When deposited on gamma-alumina, Pd 13 and Pt 13 were found to form the same isomers. 70 Also on titania, pure and mixed Pt and Pd clusters adopt identical structures. 30 In view of this analogous behavior, we assume that Pt 13 on MgO should look like Pd 13 on MgO (i.e., the structure in Figure 8a ). For Pt 12 C and Pt 12 B, the considered isomers were generated by substituting each Pt atom in the Pt 13 ground-state isomer with C/B. The resulting most stable Pt 12 B structure is shown in Figure 8b . In this particular case, boron is not found interacting directly with the surface. Instead, it is surrounded by platinum atoms, maximizing the number of bonds. The calculated adsorption energies and the sintering energies, shown in Table  8 , reveal that the effect of boron doping in such a big cluster is clearly dissipated. Indeed, these calculated energies are similar to the energies calculated for the Pt 12 cluster and close to the energies corresponding to Pt 13 nanoparticle.
Nevertheless, boron has a positive impact on the reduced propensity for coke deposition. In Figure 8c −e, the most stable structures found for Pt 12 C, Pt 13 C, and Pt 12 BC are shown. C persistently avoids the direct interaction with the support. From the carbon binding energies calculated for Pt 12 , Pt 13 , and Pt 12 B (Table 8) , it is evident that the presence of boron discourages considerably the binding of C. This effect, however, is smaller than in previous cases, indicating that the boron concentration is an important factor influencing these properties, and a lever in catalyst design for selectivity and against coking.
We believe that the results shown in this work open the possibility of improving platinum catalysts in different ways. On the one hand, since the introduction of boron improves the sintering resistance, these subnanometer clusters could be used directly as catalysts, with no need of using bigger nanoparticles, supporting in this way a "greener" and cheaper chemistry. In this vein, the next step would be to analyze their catalytic activity for (de)hydrogenation of alkanes. On the other hand, the fact that the presence of boron decreases the affinity toward carbon, suggest that solid solutions of platinum, where boron is located in interstitial holes, could also benefit from main group element impurities and a highly coking resistance catalyst might be developed in this line. Thus, the selectivity of catalytic dehydrogenation might be improved. Finally, we would like to point out a related effect found in B-doped Pd catalysts, 71, 72 where the presence of surface and subsurface B dramatically improves the selectivity for typical partial hydrogenation reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
This DFT study suggests that B-doping of MgO-supported nano-and sub-nano-clusters of Pt can lead to the reduction in the chance for catalyst deactivation. At least from the simple and small models used, B seems to play a 3-fold role. First, it increases the sintering energy penalty for a Pt atom to dissociate off the clusters, thus reducing the rate of sintering by Ostwald ripening. However, B often does not present itself to the surface of the cluster, still leaving Pt atoms as the sites for the substrate of the catalyzed reaction. Second, B anchors the cluster to the support, increasing the adsorption energy and thus decreasing the odds of particle migration and coalescence. This effect is cluster size-dependent, however, and connected to whether or not the B−O bonds form to anchor the cluster to the support. Finally, B greatly reduces the C sticking (or binding) energy to the clusters of all considered sizes. The effect of discouraged C binding is rooted in the altered charge distribution and the nucleophilicity of the Pt atoms serving as C-binding sites in the deposited borated clusters. This latter result suggests that the initiation of coking on deposited clusters of Pt can be greatly reduced by alloying the clusters with B. Note that the actual process of coking is complicated and is not considered in this model study. Neither is the effect of alloying Pt with B on the catalytic activity toward dehydrogenation of alkanes, which is our process of interest, addressed. However, the findings presented here suggest a greater selectivity of dehydrogenation. This work suggests, for the first time, that the effect of B may also serve a prominent role in cluster catalysts.
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